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Improving recursion with memoization



Recursive Fibonacci



Runtime



Recursion trees

Typically the order of calls from each node is from left to right.

The root is one node without a "parent", leafs are nodes without 

children.

Recursion trees enable a better understanding of the recursive 

process, complexity analyses:

Time complexity: the total amount of time spent in the whole tree.

Recursion depth: the maximal length of a path from root to leaf - the 

maximal number of recursive calls that are simultaneously open.



Recursion Trees
• Recursion depth – distance from root to deepest leaf

• corresponds to maximal number of recursive calls that are 

open simultaneously

• too many such calls may cause memory overload (will 

discuss this soon)

• depth of this tree = 6

• for input n the depth is n = O(n)



Recursion trees
• Time complexity – overall number of operations in the whole 

tree

• each node here takes O(1) ops

• < 2n nodes

• thus time complexity is O(2n)  (not tight)

• tightest bound is 
1+√5

2

𝑛

(without proof)



Measuring the inefficiency

What is the relationship between fib(n) and 

count? Can you prove it? How?



Memoization

Problem

Some recursions recalculate the same sub-

problems over and over.

Idea

Solve each sub-problem once.

Use the solution whenever this sub-problem is 

encountered again.



Memoization

• The memorization idea

• Identify each sub-problem uniquely.

• Store the sub-problem solutions in a data 

structure.

• Before calculating a sub-problem by making 

a recursive call – check if it was already 

solved before.

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memoization

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memoization


Unique sub-problem identification

How can we uniquely identify each sub-problem (to 

make sure we don’t recalculate it again)?

- A tuple of the input arguments

- In the case of a list – its length or description of its 

content



The procedure of adding 

memoization to a recursive function

• Add a dictionary to the arguments of the function. 

• All function executions will use the same dictionary object as 

a shared “memory”, storing solutions to sub-problems that were 

already solved along the way.

• The first call to the function initializes an empty dictionary.

• Before making each recursion call, check whether its 

solution already exists in the dictionary.

• If it does, get the solution to the current sub-problem from the 

dictionary and avoid making the recursion call (Save time!)

• If it doesn’t, make the recursive call to calculate the current sub-

problem, and store its solution in the dictionary, using the 

unique id of the sub-problem as a key.



Fibonacci: recursion with memorization
Using a dictionary to hold the Fibonacci numbers already computed

Python tutor: Here

http://www.pythontutor.com/visualize.html#code=def%20fibonacci_mem%28n%29%3A%0A%20%20%20%20%22%22%22%20Wrapper%20function%20for%20fib,%0A%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20with%20memoization%20in%20a%20dictionary%20%22%22%22%0A%0A%20%20%20%20%23%20initial%20dictionary%20with%20f0%20and%20f1%0A%20%20%20%20fib_dict%20%3D%20%7B0%3A1,%201%3A1%7D%20%0A%20%20%20%20return%20fib%28n,%20fib_dict%29%0A%0A%0Adef%20fib%28n,%20fib_dict%29%3A%0A%20%20%20%20%23print%28n%29%20%20%23%20diagnostic%20printing%0A%20%20%20%20if%20n%20not%20in%20fib_dict%3A%0A%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20res%20%3D%20fib%28n-1,%20fib_dict%29%20%2B%20fib%28n-2,%20fib_dict%29%0A%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20fib_dict%5Bn%5D%20%3D%20res%0A%20%20%20%20return%20fib_dict%5Bn%5D%0A%0Aprint%28fibonacci_mem%286%29%29&cumulative=false&curInstr=0&heapPrimitives=nevernest&mode=display&origin=opt-frontend.js&py=3&rawInputLstJSON=%5B%5D&textReferences=false


Fibonacci: recursion with memorization
This small change implies a huge improvement in performance!



Intuition for improving efficiency
• Rather than re-computing values that were previously 

computed, we will store values in memory and fetch 

them when needed

• The technique of storing values instead of re-

computing them is known as memorization, coined by 

Donald Michie in 1968. In programming languages 

like Lisp, where recursion is used heavily, there are 

programs to do this optimization automatically, at run 

time. These are often termed memoization

• In other contexts, this technique is often used as part 

of dynamic programming



Recursive code with memoization
To understand how the dictionary is filled with values, let's call the 

recursive function directly:

Computations from the first call were re-used in the second one, 

because the dictionary was not re-set between calls 



Recursive code with memoization

Dictionary contains result

Recursion depth is only 200

Recursion depth is only 500



Recursion tree with memoization

• What does the recursion tree for the code with 

memoization look like? 

• What is its depth? 

• What is the time complexity of the function?



Pushing recursion depth to the limit

…

?



Python recursion depth

• Each function call adds another "frame" (memory 

environment) to the function stack. This entails 

allocation of memory for local variables, function 

parameters, etc.

• Nested recursive calls, build a deeper and deeper stack.

• Most programming languages' implementations limit 

this recursion depth…



Changing Python recursion depth
Import Python sys library, find out the limit, and change it…



Reversed order of calls

• Python evaluates expressions from left to right. 

• Suppose we changed the order of calls inside 

Fibonacci_mem: first we call n-2, then n-1.

• How does the recursion tree look like now? Recursion 

depth? Time complexity? 



Reversed order of calls
We can now compute Fibonacci up to values (about) twice as large



Fibonacci numbers: iterative (non 

recursive) solution
• Memoization dramatically improved Fibonacci performance

• We now show that the recursion can be eliminated

• We will maintain a list data structure, denoted fibb

• Upon generating the list, all its values are set to 0.

• Next, we initialize the values fibb[0] = 0, fibb[1] = 1.

• And then we simply iterate, determine the value of the 𝑘-th

element, fibb[k], after fibb[k-2], and fibb[k-1] were already 

determined.

• No recursion implies no nested function calls



Iterative solution



Timing recursive vs. iterative

Recursive calls require maintenance operations and 

memory allocation  ("frames")…



Iterative Fibonacci with O(1) memory
• Suppose we have just executed the assignment fibb[4] = 

fibb[2] + fibb[3]. This entry will subsequently be used to 

determine fibb[5] and then fibb[6]. But then we make no 

further use of fibb[4]. 

• Time cannot be re-used, while memory (space) can be.

• At any point in the computation, we can maintain just 

two values, fibb[k-2] and fibb[k-1]. We use them to 

compute fibb[k], and then reclaim the space used by 

fibb[k-2] to store fibb[k-1] in it.

• In practice we will maintain two variables, previous and 

current. Every iteration, those will be updated. 



Iterative Fibonacci - implementation



Iterative Fibonacci - performance

• Different speed of access to different level cache in the computer 

memory. The Fibonacci_iter function uses O(1) memory vs. the 

O(n) memory usage of Fibonacci_list_iter



Fibonacci - closed form formula

𝐹𝑛 =

1+ 5

2

𝑛+1

−
1− 5

2

𝑛+1

5
.

Can be verified by induction



Closed form formula: code, and danger

Danger: floating point arithmetic has finite precision..



Towers of Hanoi and memoization



Levenshtein distance

(edit distance)

Source: https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/levenshtein-distance-for-dummies-dd9eb83d3e09

https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/levenshtein-distance-for-dummies-dd9eb83d3e09


Levenshtein distance (edit distance)

• Metric for distance between strings

• What is the minimal number of single characters edits 

(insertion, deletions, substitutions) required to change 

one string to the other

• Also called edit distance

• Applications:

• Spell checker

• Similarity of DNA sequences

• Example: kitten → sitting?

• kitten → sitten (substitution) → 1

• sitten → sittin (substitution) → 2

• sittin → sitting (insertion) → 3



Algorithm

Source: wikipedia



Implementation



Complexity analysis

On board (recursion tree)

Re-calculating values that were 

previously calculated…



Memoization



Dynamic programming

N N-1 0

N

N-1

0



Reflections: memoization, iteration, 

memory reuse
• All the techniques above proved relevant and worthwhile 

performance wise for Fibonacci. These techniques won't always 

be applicable for every recursive implementation of a function

• Example: we never call quicksort on the same set of elements 

more than once  memoization is not applicable to quicksort 

• Replacing recursion by iteration, even if applicable, may not be 

worth the trouble and surely will result in less elegant and 

possibly more error prone code

• Even if these techniques are applicable, the transformation is 

often not automatic, and if we deal with small instances where 

performance is not an issue, such optimization may be a waste of 

effort



https://2dotsandapunchline.wordpress.com/2017/10/25/the-art-of-recursion/

https://2dotsandapunchline.wordpress.com/2017/10/25/the-art-of-recursion/

